production is estimated to be about one fourth of that of UJ production.
On the other hand, electro-and photoproduction of vector mesons give us, through the one pion exchange (OPE) amplitude, information on the PVY coupling constants, which are just the coupling constants that appear in radiative decays of vector mesons, and on the off-shell dependence of the virtual photon form factors. Therefore, these reactions can be used in discussing SU(3) synnnetry violation of PV'{ couplings, which is indicated in the radiative decay of vector mesons, In this paper, we focus our attention on unnatural parity exchange, specifically the OPE part of these reactions and compare the GVMD result with the naive VMD predicuion. Our calculation
shows that for U) -production, a sizable deviation from the SU(3) symmetry -2 -can be expected from GVMD. Finally, using the 11 off-diagonal 11 transition modelS) for the natural parity exchange part, we estimate p'and U-' 1 production cross sections.
Based on the GVMD of ref. 3, the Tt t' coupling to the two off-shell photons is expressed effectively as Assuming the scaling law 6 ), we evaluate f (n); In the isovector form factor, on the other hand, the contribution of }" 1 (1,2), which corresponds to u.___•'(l,2) turns out to be very small, which is quite consistent with our estimation
These properties of the form factors suggest that in the VMD calculation, we should include the effect of at least the first daughter state.
From eqs. (2) (3) (4) (5) we obtain
-4 -
The numerical values of various coupling constants are given in 
,-1 (7) e'j1.·=c.52 C-rtli 
while (4) cj'~ is well parametrized by OPE, where
OPE is a good approximation insofar as the peripheral region is concerned and we assume, t~roughout this paper, the unnatural parity exchange is saturated by OPE. The latter equality is quite natural if we consider the (9) Pomeron exchange at high energy. Equation (9) explains why O""U is so small. f
In our GVMD, the value ~JQ/n:: = 0,83 is within several percent the same as the 9t&U7C "' 0. 78 predicted from rcw~7r{) = 880 KeV, (cf, eqs. (7) and (8) ) , Therefore we cannot distinguish the two models by comparing (J~ with experiment, Both models reproduce ()"~ successfully. On the other hand, ~h f'R is by a factor I. 3 smaller in our GVMD than S}-1f-1{ given by SU(J) and the r(W·+1Tt) = 880_KeV, We can expect that 0"~ is by a factor......, 1.7
smaller than in the naive VMD. But as is mentioned above, O"'pu itself is so small that it is extremely difficult to detect the effect of this factor 1.7. Nevertheless, if it turns out that CT~ and a-~does not obey SU(J), it would provide more evidence for SU(J) breaking in the VP~ coupling. The conclusion is, of course, subject to the assumption of OPE saturation oft)~,
3, Electroproduction of vector mesons
'b ' n t e case o electropro uct1on t ere l.S an a 1t1ona contr1 utJ.on 
L)
., large Q , the d1fference of the two mo els J.s smeared out 1n O""tvt =a-+tr"' (see Fig. I respectively.
Then after a simple calculation we find that the natural parity exchange cross section for photoproduction of p' or u:/ is strongly suppressed:
This is clearly a consequence of including diffractive dissociation of vector mesons and of the alternative sign assumption for the '/-VN couplings.
Of course, the numerical value of the suppression factor in the above equation cannot be taken too seriously. The qualitative result of strong suppression of diffractive W 
I ' • ("'/")2
As to the OPE part of W and p one notlces from Table 1 that <:Jf' dp -..O,C'o{; The results do not change much for Q 2 I 0 so that in electroproduction, the diffractive contributions is small and the OPE part of the uJ 1 production cross section is about one third of the OPE part of the W production cross section.
Comments
Finally several comments are in order. Nevertheless it is interesting to compare the model with ours, Pulling out glt/n: . . and ~Jtr'n. in both models and comparing 9·t( . (3) is broken by a factor 9""tu:rr/3~}H-1f -= 2/3 but in an opposite direction to what the experimental data show.
(4) We have shown in this paper that our GVMD is consistent with the present experimental data on w and p photo-and electroproduction and that to distinguish various models a very accurate experiment which separates natural and unnatural patity exchange is required. We have also shown that the f' 1 and w' diffractive production would be quite small while f' 
